
Peace Circles Process 

Access Peace From the Inside Out 
Life is busy, stress filled, and conflict seems to be built in, both inner and outer 
conflict.  Our mind, our thoughts, our feelings pull us here and pull us there, all 
day, every day.  Finding real, palpable, measurable peace sometimes seems 
elusive. 

Even when we experience moments of real, measurable peace, it evaporates 
before we know it and we are drawn back into the inexorable stresses and 
strains of modern life.   
Here’s the irony: what you resist: persists.   

Here’s the remedy: find that source of True Peace that is already inside of your 
heart and soul.   
And learn to access that True Peace, over and over, throughout each and every 
one of your days.  Your mind will thank you for it. 

Peace Circles Processes is a system that directly transmits divine loving energy from 
creation’s source and will dismantle the false identity of your ego that keeps you hooked in fear 
and doubt. 

What is it? 
• Peace Circles Processes are profound self-healing and global healing meditation 

systems 
• Through the processes, you access the vibrations of higher consciousness, of Oneness 
• The meditative formulas release stress and the fight-flight-fear responses of 

separateness 
• A Peace Circles Process runs for 4 sessions after 1st Introductory session 
• Each process deepens your connection to the true power of Creation within you  

You can  
• Change struggle into freedom 
• Learn to see your highest truth about your self 
• Apply the highest good intentions of your soul for yourself and for all in your world 

Deep within all of us is a well spring of creation from which true peace flows.  
Engage the four principles of truth, peace, love, and right action  

which govern the operating system  
that is the foundation of our lives. 

Create a foundation for Peace within yourself,  
for your life, and for your intentions for others. 

Next free Introduction to Peace Circles Processes:  
Call, text, or email:  

Himavat Ishaya, 513-288-1306, himavat@thesagestouch.com 
for details.  We travel.
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